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• A perfect place where you connect to the right audience. With more than 3M songs in 9 

different languages: Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, and 

Barohi – Koyal is No. 1 choice to be the final stop solution – where artists publish their 

works and users spend most of their times listening to the songs ranging from traditional 

classics to topmost music trends towards them. 
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• A perfect place where you connect to the right audience. With more than 3M songs in 9 

different languages: Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, 

and Barohi. Koyal is No. 1 choice to be the final stop solution for these regional 

languages’ music: Urdu, Hindko, and Saraiki Audio songs and albums – where artists 

publish their works and users spend most of their times listening to the songs ranging 

from traditional classics to topmost trends including Urdu songs mp3 download and 

online streaming. 

Koyal is a top-rated music streaming channel in Pakistan. It promotes folk and 

regional music through its platform. Koyal gives you unlimited, free access to more 

than 3+ million Folk Songs and trending songs. You can also create active playlists 

to entice others. You can access the songs in seven different languages of Pakistan 

including Sindhi and Saraiki as well as Pashto, Balochi (Balochi), Hindko, Pashto, 

Balochi and Saraiki songs mp3. 

Koyal Business Description 

 

A perfect place where you connect to the right audience. With more than 3M songs in 9 different 

languages: Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, and Barohi – Koyal is 

No. 1 choice to be the final stop solution – where artists publish their works and users spend most 

of their times listening to the songs ranging from traditional classics to topmost trends.  

 

 

Saraiki songs mp3, Saraiki audio songs, Urdu songs mp3 download, Urdu songs mp3, Sindhi gane 

 

 

A perfect place where you connect to the right audience. With more than 3M songs in 9 different 

languages: Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, and Barohi. Koyal is 

No. 1 choice to be the final stop solution for these regional languages’ music: Urdu, Hindko, and 

Saraiki Audio songs and albums – where artists publish their works and users spend most of their 

times listening to the songs ranging from traditional classics to topmost trends including Urdu 

songs mp3 download and online streaming. 
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More than 3 million songs from more than 100K Singers in 9 different languages! Koyal is your 

No. 01 choice if you are in quest of regional songs. We claim to have songs from the artists 

whose songs cease to exist even on YouTube or other social networking channel. From most 

listened Urdu Songs to traditional Saraiki songs mp3, we have something for everyone to listen 

and feel the true ecstasy of classical pleasure. It’s time you subscribe to Koyal.com and stay 

connected for new and trending Sindhi gane. 

 

 

Too difficult to download and listen regional songs in high quality? Koyal.com is the only solution 

that caters to your every need. We have more than 3M songs in 9 languages: Sindhi, Saraiki, 

Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, and Barohi. With us, you will have the 

independence of streaming these songs online and even will be able to download in high quality. 

We are the medium where artists share their works and users listen and enjoy them. Get Punjabi, 

Pushto, and Urdu songs mp3 at koyal.com completely free! 

 

 

Over 3 million tracks by 100,000+ artists in 9 spoken languages. When looking for local music, 

Koyal should be your top priority. We committed to have music by artists whose songs have 

disappeared from global streaming services. We have a wide variety of classical music for you to 

listen to and enjoy, from the most popular Urdu songs to the timeless melodies of the Saraiki 

people. In order to keep up with the latest and greatest in Sindhi gane, you should subscribe to 

Koyal.com immediately. 

 

 

This is the best place to reach your target demographic. Featuring over 3 million songs in 9 

different languages (Sindhi, Saraiki, Punjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Hindko, Urdu, Malwari, and Barohi). 

If you're looking for a one-stop-shop for music in these regional languages, Koyal is your best bet. 

Saraiki, Urdu, and Hindko Audio recordings and albums, where musicians disseminate their 

creations and listeners devote significant portions of their time to hearing music of all genres and 

eras, from the oldest classics to the latest hits, including Urdu songs downloadable in mp3 format 

and available for streaming online. 

 

 



Listen to Ahmed Mughal songs online. Download top songs of Ahmed Mughal like Aj Wichri Wayo 

Preen, Dil Sudki Pai Toke, Rab Janre Naseeban Mei, . 

Let the Music Speak! ,  2 Bring music to life.  10. 3 Local sounds, forever in unity. 4 24. Music, 

where cultures and stories entwine    in charon me se dekhn koi smjh araha kya 
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